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CO S T  O F  A CCO U N T  TA K E O V E R  ( ATO)

Source: Javelin Strategy & Research, 2019
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2FA CHANNELS



SMS One-time Passwords

✅ Easiest user onboarding 

✅ Familiar 

❌ SS7 attacks 

❌ SIM swapping
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Your Owl Bank 
verification code is: 7723
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SMS One-time Passwords

Convenient but insecure
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Your Owl Bank 
verification code is: 7723
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TOTP

🔸 Symmetric key crypto 

✅ Available offline 

✅ Open standard  

❌ App install required 

❌ Expiration UX
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TOTP
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Pretty good option but 

not perfect
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Push Authentication

✅ Action context 

✅ Denial feedback 

✅ Asymmetric key crypto 

✅ ❌ Low friction 

🔸 Proprietary
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Push Authentication

Convenient and 

cryptographically secure, 

but maybe too convenient?
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U2F / WebAuthn

✅ Phishing resistant 

✅ Asymmetric key crypto 

✅ Open standard 

❌ Distribution & cost 

❌ New technology
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U2F / WebAuthn

Secure but not always 

convenient. Will become 

more common.
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FACTOR USABILITY

A Usability Study of Five Two-Factor Authentication Methods (BYU 2019) 

A Tale of Two Studies: The Best and Worst of YubiKey Usability (UIUC 2018) 

State of the Auth Report (Duo Security 2019)
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😬 YubiKey 
Setup success varied a lot based on platform 

More people locked themselves out of their 
computer than successfully set up YubiKey for 
Windows Logon Authorization Tool 

74% requested better documentation

FA C TO R  S E T U P  ( C R O S S - P L AT F O R M )

https://isrl.byu.edu/pubs/sp2018.pdf

N=31 %

Google

Success 26 83%

Correctly identified completion 22 70%
Failure 5 16%

Facebook

Success 10 32%

Correctly identified completion 6 19%
Failure 21 67%

Registered YubiKey without enabling 2FA 12 38%

Windows 10

Success 12 38%

Set up the Windows Logon Authorization Tool 5 16%
Set up YubiKey for Windows Hello 7 22%

Failure 19 61%

Failed to set up the Windows Logon Authorization Tool 9 29%
Failed to set up YubiKey for Windows Hello 5 16%
Locked out of the computer 6 19%

TABLE I
LABORATORY STUDY SUCCESS RATES

encountered by participants. Finally, we report on the overall
SUS score, the responses to the post-study survey, and other
qualitative feedback from participants.

A. Self-Orientation

Even though we instructed the participants to learn about
YubiKeys on their own without any specific direction from
us, they were fairly consistent in where they went to learn
about YubiKeys during the self-orientation. Participants rarely
accessed the large printed URL on the shipping envelope,
but rather used the Google or Bing search engines to locate
YubiKey information. Most of them navigated to Wikipedia’s
entry on YubiKeys3 and to various internal pages/content on
Yubico’s web site.4 Several participants watched one of two
videos5,6 on the Yubico website. A couple of the participants
found other resources and one participant installed the YubiKey
for Windows Hello app.

B. Google

Most participants (26; 83%) successfully configured the
YubiKey to work with the Google account. Four of the
participants (4; 12%) reported being unsure whether they had
finished setting up the YubiKey, while twenty-two participants
(22; 70%) correctly finished and did not move ahead with
uncertainty. Two of these participants logged out and back
in several times after they had configured the YubiKey to
test whether or not it was working; unfortunately, neither
participant noticed that “don’t ask for the security key again on

3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/YubiKey
4https://www.yubico.com
5https://player.vimeo.com/video/201088517
6https://player.vimeo.com/video/137100978

Fig. 3. The Facebook popup displayed to users after registering their security
key. However, users are not able to use their security key at this point unless
they had also enabled 2FA in their account settings.

this computer” was automatically selected on their first login,
leaving them confused as to why subsequent logins didn’t
require the YubiKey. The third participant tried registering
additional 2FA systems with their account, and the fourth
tried restarting their computer. Despite their uncertainty, all
participants had in fact set up the YubiKey correctly for Google.

Of the five participants (5; 16%) who failed to complete this
task, four enabled the phone number-based 2FA but failed to
notice the “Add a security key” link. Of these four participants,
only one thought that they had succeeded after setting up phone
number-based 2FA.

C. Facebook

Only a third of the participants (10; 32%) successfully
configured the YubiKey to work with their Facebook
account. Even successful participants had difficulty navigating
Facebook’s website to find the options to enable security keys.
While there are instructions on Yubico’s website for setting
up a YubiKey with Facebook, they are out-of-date and only
caused more confusion for users.

Over half of the participants that failed to complete this task
(12; 38%) successfully registered the YubiKey with Facebook
but did not properly configure 2FA on the account. There were
two primary causes for this disconnect. First, Facebook requires
that users set up phone number-based or code generator-based
2FA before allowing users to use a security key. Second, even
if users properly registered 2FA for their account, it would be
inactive until the participant also “enabled” 2FA in the account
settings. Both of these problems were especially hard to detect
as the Facebook interface told users that they were ready to
use their security key when they were done registering it (see
Figure 3), regardless of whether they had completed the other
two steps to correctly set up 2FA for the account.

Participants also struggled to test whether the YubiKey was
set up correctly. If users attempted to log out and back in several
times to test the YubiKey, they would only be prompted to
use it on the first attempt. After that, Facebook would store a
cookie in the browser that indicates that security key login was
no longer needed on the device. This is similar to Google’s
technique, but without the option to opt-out of having the device
remembered. Ultimately, this prevented four participants (4;
12%) from being sure whether they had properly set up the

https://isrl.byu.edu/pubs/sp2018.pdf
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Table 1: Repeated measures correlation (rmcorr) between
amount of time participating in study versus amount of time
to authenticate.

2FA Method p-value r df
95% confidence

interval

SMS 0.280 -0.097 124 (-0.269, 0.081)
TOTP 0.586 -0.049 122 (-0.225, 0.129)
Push 0.029 -0.204 113 (-0.374, -0.020)
U2F <0.003 -0.269 118 (-0.429, -0.093)
Codes 0.426 -0.076 110 (-0.260, 0.113)

understand their background and feelings about online secu-
rity. With the consent of each participant, we recorded the
audio of each interview. Two coders listened to the record-
ings and coded each interview, discussing each response until
reaching agreement. Common themes identified from the
recordings are discussed in section 5.2.

4.8 Compensation
Participants were compensated a maximum of 25 USD after
their participation in the study according to a tiered compen-
sation structure based on the total number of tasks completed
through the banking interface.

5 Two-week Study Results

5.1 Quantitative Results
5.1.1 Timing Data

We measured both the time for the password login and the time
for the 2FA on the server side based on events sent from the
client. Password timing began when the page initially loaded
and ended when the user submitted a password. 2FA timing
began when the 2FA prompt was loaded and ended when the
2FA was verified (or rejected). We recorded timestamps on
the server since each client may have a slightly different clock.
By comparing adjacent timestamp events, we were able to
compute the overall login time. It is possible that users spent
time obtaining their 2FA device before accessing the login
page, which is not accounted for in the timing data.

Individual Learnability We computed the correlation be-
tween the amount of time an individual had been in the study
and the amount of time it took them to authenticate. We
used the repeated measures correlation (rmcorr) technique
described by Bakdash and Marusich [6] to estimate the com-
mon regression slope for each 2FA method in our study. We
hypothesized that participants would get faster over time as
they became more familiar with the 2FA method. We found

Table 2: Authentication Time (seconds), Summary Statistics

Authentication Method Q1 Median Mean Q3

Codes 11.3 17.2 28.0 25.4
Push 8.4 11.8 16.1 17.6
SMS 13.0 16.6 18.5 22.1
TOTP 10.7 15.1 23.9 23.3
U2F 4.5 9.1 13.0 16.3

Figure 2: Time to authenticate for five 2FA methods

statistically significant (p < 0.05) support for this hypothe-
sis for both push notifications and U2F security keys (see
Table 1).

Comparison of 2FA Authentication Times We applied a
Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance and found there
was a significant difference (p < 0.001, a = 0.05) in the me-
dian authentication time between the methods. We did not
include the time that it took the user to enter their password;
the observed authentication times reported here include only
the time to get through the second-factor authentication step.
The security key (U2F) devices had the fastest median authen-
tication time, followed by push notifications. These timing
results are summarized in Table 2 and Figure 2.

5.1.2 Usability Survey Rankings

We administered two SUS surveys to participants at the begin-
ning of each exit interview session. The first survey addressed
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🏅 U2F & Push  
Had the fastest median authentication times 

Compared to SMS [Duo research]: 

• Push saves a user 13 minutes annually 
• U2F saves a user 18.2 minutes annually

FA C TO R  U S A B I L I T Y  ( G O O G L E )

https://www.usenix.org/system/files/soups2019-reese.pdf 

Duo 2019 State of the Auth Report

https://www.usenix.org/system/files/soups2019-reese.pdf
https://duo.com/assets/ebooks/state-of-the-auth-2019.pdf
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🏅 TOTP  
scored the highest System Usability 
Scale (SUS) score for a 2nd factor 

Figure 3: SUS scores for five 2FA methods.

the usability of the banking website as a whole, and the sec-
ond addressed only the usability of the login system. The
purpose of administering two surveys was to determine how
large an impact the banking website itself had on the partici-
pants’ feelings about the authentication method. Additionally,
we felt that participants would be more accurate with their
opinions about the 2FA method if we had first given them an
opportunity to both consider and express their feelings about
the system as a whole; had we only given a SUS survey on
the authentication method we felt participants would be more
likely to (incorrectly) report their feelings about unrelated
website features.

The SUS scores for the authentication methods are sum-
marized in Figure 3 and Table 3. We performed a Kruskal-
Wallis one-way analysis of variance and determined that
the authentication method used was a statistically signifi-
cant (p = 0.02579, a = 0.05) predictor of the median SUS
score for the 2FA method. We also computed the value of
r = 0.7576 for Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient and
confirmed that there was a significant (p < 0.001) correlation
between the overall website SUS scores and the SUS scores of
the individual authentication methods. Passwords with no sec-
ond factor had the highest median SUS score, with a median
score of 95, followed by TOTP (via Google Authenticator)
which had a median SUS score of 88.75.

5.2 Qualitative Results
5.2.1 Security and Inconvenience

We asked participants whether logging in with a second veri-
fication step felt more secure. Most participants did feel more
secure, although 3 of 12 participants that used the printed
backup codes did not feel like the codes added any additional

Table 3: SUS Scores for each Method, Summary Statistics

Authentication Method Q1 Median Mean Q3

Password 87.5 95.0 92.5 98.8
Codes 75.0 80.0 80.2 90.0
Push 72.5 81.3 81.0 92.5
SMS 68.8 75.0 75.0 80.0
TOTP 75.0 88.8 83.1 92.5
U2F 61.9 75.0 73.1 93.1

security to the method.

P6: “I felt like the codes didn’t accomplish any-
thing, because that’s just more passwords—anyone
could guess them.”

We also asked participants if the additional security would
be worth the additional login time or inconvenience they
might face when using the second-factor method. Several
people (20; 29%) said the extra security was definitely worth
the tradeoff, and an additional group (25; 36%) said that they
would be willing to use 2FA depending on the importance of
the account.

P25: “In my opinion, it may be a little obsessive
for everything, but for banking it’s something that
I actually do want some authentication. I almost
wish that it was a requirement that the bank said,
oh here set [two-factor authentication] up. Because
now that I think about it, I don’t know how to set
up 2FA with my bank. If it were an option I would
definitely use 2FA.”

P33: “It was pretty quick, so that was good; I
didn’t feel like I had to jump through a lot of hoops.
I can imagine it being nice having an extra wall of
security if it’s your bank information so that even
if somebody else gets your password, it’s not like
they’re going to be able to hack into your account
because they don’t have the [security key].”

Some participants were particularly concerned about the
centrality and importance of their email account, particularly
considering the potentially large amount of sensitive data
stored there. For example, one participant reported they had
already turned on 2FA for their Gmail account to gain extra
protection:

P24: “I use my email for everything, and so I
thought it wouldn’t hurt to have some extra security.
The thought of someone hacking into [my account]
and having everything vulnerable. . . better to be
safe than sorry.”

USENIX Association Fifteenth Symposium on Usable Privacy and Security    363
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📉 U2F & Push  
"Faster authentication does not 
necessarily mean higher usability" 

FA C TO R  U S A B I L I T Y  ( G O O G L E )
@kelleyrobinson

https://www.usenix.org/system/files/soups2019-reese.pdf Figure 3: SUS scores for five 2FA methods.
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SMS 2FA is still  
better than no 2FA



100%
AUTOMATED 

BOTS

96%
BULK PHISHING 

ATTACKS

76%
TARGETED 
ATTACKS

SMS 2FA
2019 Google study found SMS 2FA effectively blocks:

https://security.googleblog.com/2019/05/new-research-how-effective-is-basic.html
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https://twitter.com/troyhunt/status/1250175511952683008
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Perceived value of 2FA

“ I just don’t think I have anything that 
people would want to take from me, 
so I think that’s why I haven’t been 
very worried about it.”
Research participant | A Usability Study of Five Two-Factor Authentication Methods

@kelleyrobinson
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How to drive adoption of MFA

100%0%

profile 
settings

login  
prompt

product 
incentives

required      

@kelleyrobinson

really annoying  
& persistent  
login prompt
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Source: Google Trends

https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?date=all&geo=US&q=2fa
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TechCrunch: Epic Games 2FA
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https://techcrunch.com/2018/08/23/epic-games-just-gave-a-perk-for-folks-to-turn-on-2fa-every-other-big-company-should-too/
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TechCrunch: Epic Games 2FA
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MEASURING SUCCESS



😈 Number of compromised accounts ⬇
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ℹ Support costs relative to losses ⬇

💰 Losses due to account takeover ⬇

😃 User satisfaction ⬆

MEASURING SUCCESS



Delight your most security conscious users. 
Provide options for the rest.
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“When we exaggerate all 

dangers we simply train  

users to ignore us.”

Cormac Herley, The Rational Rejection of Security Advice by Users (2009)

@kelleyrobinson

https://www.nspw.org/2009/proceedings/2009/nspw2009-herley.pdf


@kelleyrobinson

THANK YOU
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